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If there’s one thing you take away
from this presentation…

What can

teach us about our future?
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M E R C E R ’ S  A P P R O A C H  T O
H E A L T H  A N D  W E A L T H  I N N O V A T I O N

Identify leading
vendors

Evaluate trends
and develop
best-in-class

approaches and
differentiators

Help our
clients navigate

a rapidly
changing
landscape
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T H E  W E L L B E I N G  M A R K E T  T I P P I N G  P O I N T
E X P L O S I O N  O F  T E C H N O L O G Y  A N D  D A T A

Sm
ok
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g

Advocacy

Employer-Sponsored/Exchange

Communications

Incentives/Challenges

Navigation

M E M B E R

Assessments/Testing

Broad

Big Data Analytics

Provider
N

etw
orks

Healthy
Habits
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Musculoskeletal  7%

Back 4%

Osteoar thr i t is 4%

Materni ty 7%
Cancer  7%

Heart 7%

Diabetes 3%
Hypertension 1%

Overweight/Obesity 1%

Mental Health 6%

Other Chronic 4%

COPD/Asthma 1%

Other 48%

T O P  C O N D I T I O N S  B Y  S P E N D



6STRATEGY – 2018 & BEYOND

E M E R G I N G  P O I N T  S O L U T I O N S  A R E  B E I N G  D E V E L O P E D  F O R
T H E S E  P O P U L AT I O N S

Firsts… job,
apartment, car

– benefits/
insurance

Pay off
college debt

Get married
Take on debt
for graduate
education
Fitness/
wellness

Linked by social
media

Pregnancy
Take on a
mortgage

Pay for
children’s
education
Focus on

family Health
(Including

dependents)
Pay for

dependent care

Career
advancement/
possibly career

transitions
College
planning

Age
appropriate
screenings

Eligible to make
catch-up

contributions
Aging means
more visits to

the doctor In-Service
Withdrawals
Penalty-free
distributions
Caring for

grandchildren
Surgery and

chronic
condition

means paying
more attention
to my health

Able to claim
Social Security

(reduced
benefit)
Active

volunteering

Eligible for
Medicare
benefits

Community
College
courses

Minimum Required
Distributions

Health conditions
affect day to day

experience

Health What coverage do I need?/How much coverage do I need?/What behavior should I change? What to do with a
growing family? What are my long term care/medical costs going to be and how will I pay for these?

Establish and Maintain Healthy Habits
(Exercise, Nutrition, Tobacco, etc.)

Preventive Care

Disease and Condition Management

Millennials (15%) Gen X (29%) Baby Boomers (55%) Traditionalist (1%)

Eligible to make
catch-up

contributions
Paying for
college!

Condition
Management
(Health Risks
like Diabetes,

Weight)

22
YEARS OLD

28
YEARS OLD

33
YEARS OLD

38
YEARS OLD

45
YEARS OLD

55
YEARS OLD 591/2

YEARS OLD

62
YEARS OLD 65

YEARS OLD 701/2
YEARS OLD

50
YEARS OLD

Digital Navigators and Advocacy
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• 2/3rds of babies under 1 are
exposed to 80 minutes of
screen time a day

• At the age of 7, kids will
have spent 1 full year of their
life in front of a screen
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http://www.computerhistory.org/siliconengine/
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Source: MetLife
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Achievements

We engage more when
achievements are
recognized

Collecting

People like to amass
units that add to or
complete a set

Set Completion

The closer a collection is
to being complete, the
more we desire

Variable Rewards

Random rewards seem
scarce and unpredictable

Lottery

Chance creates a high
level of anticipation
through chance

Virtual Items

Digital rewards, objects
that can be little-to-no
cost

Epic Meaning

We are highly motivated
to achieve something
great

Blissful Productivity

We are happier working
hard at a fun game than
relaxing

Real-time feedback

Real time information
satisfies instant
gratification

Free Lunch

We feel lucky getting
something from someone
else’s work

Appropriate Challenge

We perform best when
challenged  at the right
level

Moral Hazard

Incentives can remove
the true enjoyment or
value of game play

Feedback Loops

We engage when our
actions immediately
effect the game

Limited Duration

Time constraints
increase the likelihood for
action

Periodic Events

Recurring events create
sustained interest,
anticipation

Chunking

We take action when
complex activities are
broken into chunks

Trigger

We take action when
small nudges are placed
in our path

Appointment Dynamic

Completing tasks by
returning at a predefined
time

Scarcity

We value things that
have limited availability

Limited Choice

Choices are easier to
make when there are
fewer options

Certainty

We crave certainty and
uncertainty is an obstacle
to action

Loss Aversion

We hate losing or letting
go of what we have (or
could have)

Story

Our decisions are filtered
through real or imagined
stories

Value Bias

We value things that cost
more, even if they are not
truly better

Status Quo/Default Bias

We tend not to change an
established behavior

Familiarity Bias

We have a preference for
things that are familiar

Ownership Bias

We value things more
when we feel like we own
them

Anchoring

We rely too heavily on an
anchor (e.g., regular
price vs. sale)

Status

We asses our standing
relative to others and our
personal best

Limited Access

We desire things
perceived as  exclusive

Positive Mimicry

We learn by modeling our
behavior after others

Social Proof

We follow others when in
new situations

Gifting

We feel the need to
reciprocate when we
receive a gift

Reputation

We care more when they
affect how peers
perceive us

Envy

We have a desire to have
what others  have

Social Fabric

We like people more
after we’ve played games
with them

Communal Discovery

When an entire
community works
together, it is viral, fun

Connectedness

Uniform visual properties
create a sense of
belonging

Sensory Appeal

We engage, remember
things that appeal to
multiple senses

Serial Position Effect

We remember the first
and last items in a list

Pattern Recognition

We seek ways to
organize and simplify
complex information

Visual Imagery

Vision trumps all other
senses; direct way to
perception

Aesthetic Usability

Aesthetically pleasing
designs are perceived as
being  easier to use

Proximity

Things physically close to
one another are
perceived as related

Curiosity

When teased with a small
bit of info, we will want to
know more

Humor

Funny items are more
easily remembered and
enjoyed

Surprise

Our brains are aroused
by new and unexpected
discovery

Peak End Rule

We judge experiences by
peaks (good and bad) &
how they ended

Self Expression

We seek ways to express
our ideas, personality,
feelings,

Autonomy

We seek out situations
where we can influence &
control

Affect Heuristic

Our current emotions
influence our judgment,
decisions

Delighters

We fondly remember
unexpected, playful
pleasures

Loyalty

Positive sustained
connection leads to a
sense of ownership

Privacy

Keeping info private  can
be a demotivator or
motivator

Game Play Game
Mechanics Rewards Behavioral

Economics Social Human Behavior Design

Fairness

We dislike any game play
that appears unfair

Tokens/Badges

We enjoy these virtual
rewards if they tie back to
status

User Generated Content

We more readily buy-into
content created by other
participants

Game Design Behavioral Bias Aesthetic Appeal

Competition

We strive to attain things
that cannot be shared

Avoidance

Inducing behavior not
with reward, but by not
giving a punishment.

Physical Good

Real world goods which
can be for points or
digital rewards

Companion Gaming

Playing a game across
multiple platforms/ media

Endless Games

Games that do not have
an explicit end

Viral Mechanic

Element that requires, or
can be played better
with, multiple people

Countdown

Providing a certain
amount of time to
complete an activity

Modifiers

An item that, when used,
affects other actions

Chain Schedules

Achieving one set of
rewards unlocks new
content or events

Micro-leaderboards

Rankings of a subset of
players, used to create
smaller communities

Cascading Information

Break up info into small
chunks to maximize
understanding

Symmetry

Creates balance,
harmony, order

Visual Hierarchy

Arrangement of elements
in a way that implies
importance
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could have)

Story
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Value Bias
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established behavior

Familiarity Bias

We have a preference for
things that are familiar

Ownership Bias

We value things more
when we feel like we own
them

Anchoring

We rely too heavily on an
anchor (e.g., regular
price vs. sale)

Status

We asses our standing
relative to others and our
personal best

Limited Access

We desire things
perceived as  exclusive

Positive Mimicry

We learn by modeling our
behavior after others

Social Proof

We follow others when in
new situations

Gifting

We feel the need to
reciprocate when we
receive a gift

Reputation

We care more when they
affect how peers
perceive us

Envy

We have a desire to have
what others  have

Social Fabric

We like people more
after we’ve played games
with them

Communal Discovery

When an entire
community works
together, it is viral, fun

Connectedness

Uniform visual properties
create a sense of
belonging

Sensory Appeal

We engage, remember
things that appeal to
multiple senses

Serial Position Effect

We remember the first
and last items in a list

Pattern Recognition

We seek ways to
organize and simplify
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Visual Imagery

Vision trumps all other
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perception

Aesthetic Usability

Aesthetically pleasing
designs are perceived as
being  easier to use

Proximity

Things physically close to
one another are
perceived as related

Curiosity
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know more

Humor

Funny items are more
easily remembered and
enjoyed

Surprise

Our brains are aroused
by new and unexpected
discovery

Peak End Rule

We judge experiences by
peaks (good and bad) &
how they ended

Self Expression

We seek ways to express
our ideas, personality,
feelings,

Autonomy

We seek out situations
where we can influence &
control

Affect Heuristic

Our current emotions
influence our judgment,
decisions

Delighters

We fondly remember
unexpected, playful
pleasures

Loyalty

Positive sustained
connection leads to a
sense of ownership

Privacy

Keeping info private  can
be a demotivator or
motivator

Game Play Game
Mechanics Rewards Behavioral

Economics Social Human Behavior Design

Fairness

We dislike any game play
that appears unfair

Tokens/Badges

We enjoy these virtual
rewards if they tie back to
status

User Generated Content

We more readily buy-into
content created by other
participants

Competition

We strive to attain things
that cannot be shared

Gifting
We feel the need to
reciprocate when we
receive a gift
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connection leads to a
sense of ownership

Privacy
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Game Play Game
Mechanics Rewards Behavioral

Economics Social Human Behavior Design

Fairness

We dislike any game play
that appears unfair

Tokens/Badges

We enjoy these virtual
rewards if they tie back to
status

User Generated Content

We more readily buy-into
content created by other
participants

Competition

We strive to attain things
that cannot be shared

Some Examples Incorporate Many
Cheats Without Us Realizing It
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- Open doors
- Use copy machines
- Log into computers
- Share business cards
- Store health information

https://www.forbes.com/sites/ericmack/2017/07/25/microchips-implant-three-square-market-wisconsin-chip/#433953a5463a





block·chain ˈbläkˌCHān
noun
a digital distributed ledger in which
transactions made in bitcoin or another
cryptocurrency are recorded
chronologically and publicly
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Blockchain

If you
invested
$100 in
Bitcoin in
2010, it
would be
worth
$75M
today



Blockchain



Blockchain



















Life expectancy rising



AV E R A G E  R E T I R E M E N T  A G E

57
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• Buying habits
• Income
• Zip code
• Taxes
• Voting
• Consumer interests
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Average Employee
Tenure: 4.4 years
Average Millennial

Tenure: <3 years
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Broad
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teach us about managing multiple brands?

What can
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teach us about managing multiple brands?

What can
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What can

teach us about personalization?
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What can

teach us about behavioral economics?
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teach us about chips and sensors?

What can
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teach us about blockchain?

What can
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What can

teach us about diverse populations?
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What can

teach us about on demand services?
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What can

teach us about on demand services?
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teach us about the
surveillance society?

What can
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teach us about the
surveillance society?

What can
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teach us about lifetime customer value?

What can
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teach us about new services?

What can
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teach us about new services?

What can
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teach us about our future of benefits?

What can
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W H A T ’ S  Y O U R  S T R A T E G I C  A P P R O A C H ?

Few partners The more the merrier

Narrow and focused Broad population appeal

Budget constrained Budget flexible

Self-service Concierge service

Standardized experience Personalized experience

Individual experience Social experience

Low-tech High-tech

Operational impact Meaningful clinical impact
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T H E  I N N O V A T I O N  A D O P T I O N  C Y C L E
S O L U T I O N  E X A M P L E S

ALPHA GEEKS

Emerging
• Genetic,

molecular profile
• Physician home

visits
• Personalized

benefits

EARLY
ADOPTERS

Developing
• Metabolic

syndrome
• Wearables
• Narrow networks

FAST FOLLOWERS

Establishing
• Diabetes Prevention

Programs
Telemedicine

• Transparency
• Concierge advocacy

LATE MAJORITY

Tested
• Consumer driven

health
• Health screenings
• Incentives/

surcharges

LAGGARDS

Standardized
• Care management
• Utilization

management

Cumulative
representation
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RESULTS

• What do you expect the program to achieve for
your organization?

• How much risk can you take?

PROGRAM CONCEPT

• Does it solve a specific problem  or address a high
priority need you have?

• How does it fit with your broader employee value
proposition?

PROCESS OVERVIEW

• Do you really have the resources to make it
happen, both initially and over the longer term?

• How will it work in coordination with your other
programs?

HUMAN IMPACT

• What is the true impact to your employees and
their families?

• What action will they need to take?

• Would they use their own $ to buy it?

M A K I N G  I N N O V A T I O N  W O R K …
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Q U E S T I O N S ?


